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RELAX, YOU DON'T HAVE TO SLOW DOWN 
TO SAVE YOUR HEART 
by 
Judy Hensel 




Describe a person likely to have a heart attack, and nearly everyone recognizes 
a friend or co-worker. We all know the type--the high-driving, hard-working person 
who always feels pressured for time. It's likely he's impatient, speaks rapidly and 
tends to interrupt, is overly committed to his job and never finds time to relaxo 
Worse yet, some of us recognize ourselves in that description. We work hard and 
• 
attribute our successes to high motivation. And although the doctor tells us to quit 
working so much, few of us can. We don't know how. 
Therefore we push aside our second thoughts, the doctor's advice and the pleading of 
our families and friends and continue to do what we know may drastically shorten our lives. 
But what if we could learn to relax--to eliminate tension and stress--and still 
work as hard as ever? University of Montana psychologists soon will be teaching 
people just that. In January and February Janet Wallersheim, professor of 
psychology, and Mary Jenni, graduate student in psychology, will conduct a research 
project to help people reduce risk of cardiac problems. And the patients won't be 
told to "slow down." 
"We don't want the people to think they must stop being successful," Wallersheim 
said. But the researchers do want their subjects to learn to work in a relaxed way. 
Some people are tense while doing their jobs, Jenni explained. Others have a more 
relaxed attitude. Both types may be accomplishing the same amount of work, but the 
relaxed people avoid stress, while the others increase their chances of heart attack. 
-more-
A doctor usually can spot which people are "high risks;" often they'll have 
high blood pressure and high cholestoral counts. Several Missoula-area physicians 
have agreed to refer their high-risk patients to Jenni, Wallersheim and several other 
UM therapists, who will attempt to lower blood pressure and cholesteral levels with 
two therapies. 
Although the techniques have been used in other research, they've never been 
applied to cardiac strain. One therapy teaches patients to relax progressively, 
one muscle group at a time. They learn to tighten a muscle and then slacken it, 
and in the process, to discriminate between tension and relaxation. (Some can't 
tell the difference at first; they've never relaxed.) Eventually relaxing 
becomes habit. 
The second treatment, to be used on another group of high-risk people, is an 
intellectual rather than a physical exercise. It's called cognitive restructuring. 
The patients learn to stop and think when they become tense and to ask themselves 
why. Are they looking at things realistically? Will they be fired if they don't do the 
task immediately? Can other people perform in such short amounts of time? 
"To desire perfection is okay," Wallersheim said, "but to demand it of yourself 
in everything you do is not realistic." 
In short, the therapists, who are doctoral students in clinical psychology, will 
teach the "A,B,C" rational. A is anything that might hanncn to you. B is what you 
tell yourself about the event, and C is how you feel about it. Most people believe only 
the event (A) causes the emotion (C). 
"But that's true only to a degree," Wollersheim said. Actually, B--your 
interpretation--dictates how you feel. If you imagine unrealistic consequences of an 
incident, you'll provoke unreasonable, and often distressjng emotions. Patients 
can learn to eliminate the irrational interpretations and the strain. 
-more-
Several other patients--the control group--will not be given therapy. But 
their cholesterol and blood pressure levels will be compared to the readings of the 
other groups. That way, if cholesterol levels and blood pressure go down, the 
psychologists can tell if therapy is the cause. When treatment is finished, 
the control patients will be given the most effective therapy. 
If the treatments work, and past tests indicate they will, the patients will 
gain an added benefit. Not only will they ease up on their overworked heart muscles 
they'll feel better about their jobs. And, as Wallersheim pointed out, ''if you do 
something in a relaxed way, you do it better." 
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